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ABSTRACT 
Darsono, Lita Septiana. 2018. Translation Techniques and The Error Categories of 
Oscar Wilde‟s Quotes on The Feature of Facebook Neural Machine Translation. 
Thesis English Letters Study Program Islamic Education and Teacher Training 
Faculty. 
 
Advisors : Hj. Lilik Untari, S.Pd., M.Hum 
Keywords : Machine Translation, Facebook, Oscar Wilde‟s Quotes, Translation 
Techniques, Error Categories. 
This research is analysis about the techniques applied in quotes translation 
from Facebook and the error categories happened in the result of machine translation. 
This research aims at analyzing the translation techniques and how the techniques 
affect the error categories of translation applied in Oscar Wilde‟s Quotes on the 
feature of Facebook neural machine translation. The researcher uses Molina and 
Albirs theory (2002) and also Koponen‟s theory (2012). 
The researcher gets the data in the form of sentence. The source data of this 
research is from Facebook neural machine translation in translating Oscar Wilde‟s 
quotes. The researcher observes the data by dividing the quotes translation into four 
types of sentences that are simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex 
sentence. The research applied descriptive qualitative method. Firstly, collecting the 
quotes translation of Oscar Wilde from English version and its Indonesian translation 
from Facebook neural machine translation. Secondly, the data were classified into 
types of translation techniques applied Molina and Albir‟s theory (2002). Thirdly, the 
researcher analyzes the error categories from the data by using Koponen‟s theory 
(2012). The researcher find out that the techniques applied in machine translation also 
affect to the error categories in target language.  
From the 42 data, 16 data include in literal techniques (38,1%). 4 data 
include in pure borrowing (9,5%). 7 data include in naturalized borrowing (16,7%). 
19 data include in linguistics amplification (45,2%). 1 datum includes in 
transposition. 16 data include in the category of omitted concept (38,1%). 4 data 
include in the category of Untranslated concept (9,5%). 8 data include in the category 
of mistranslated concept (19%). 1 datum includes in the category of substituted 
concept (2,4%). 10 data include in the category of added concept (23,8%). 1 datum 
include in the category of explicitated concept (2,4%). The highest result of error 
category is from omitted concept. The error of omitted concept mostly happens in the 
type of complex sentence. This can be happen because, the machine translation does 
not able to recognize the word class of plural when translates into the target language. 
Therefore, the machine translation works through the parsing or syntactic analysis 
this is also causing the omitting of every single element of the sentence. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Study 
Translation is the replacement of textual material in one language 
(Source Language) by equivalent textual material in another language 
(Target Language) (Catford, 1969). It is a tool which acts as bridge for 
dual act of human communication which meant there are two different 
languages interact with. By this fact, translation plays many important 
roles in social community life like as communication exchanges, 
development of knowledge, and socio-cultural interchanges. 
Through centuries, translation has been used as a method to obtain 
information and knowledge from texts which are not written in the 
original language of that concrete society, or to communicate with other 
civilization. The main reason is that language and society have always 
been connected with translation, being dependent one from the other. This 
dependence still happened at the present moment. Language users live in 
a multilingual environment due to the coexistence of languages in the 
entire world. This is a common situation in various countries in which 
two or more languages are spoken and accepted in the community. 
However, not everybody has the same level of development and 
acquisition of a language. One language is always more dominant than 
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the other due to the amount of language input received or the language 
usage. Language users need a tool to translate the number texts which are 
produced everyday. It is not possible to think that someone is capable of 
translating all the languages spoken in the world. This is the main use of 
on-line Machine Translation (MT).  
Today, there are emerging many translation tool based technologies 
that can facilitating people in translating the texts. In line with many 
inventions of advanced technologies, one of them is internet. Internet is 
an invention of technological advancement used as the connection and 
also as a tool to find information. Internet is developing very fast. The 
access of internet is easy and enjoyable, people can go to a site which 
provides different features, because every site has each function and 
feature. One site providing Machine Translation feature is 
www.facebook.com.  
Facebook in this case became the most popular social networking in 
the world with over 600 million users (Ahmad, 2011). Facebook launched 
on February 4
th
, 2004, by Mark Zuckerberg along with his fellow of 
Harvard College students. Facebook used by many people in the world as 
the two primary human needs, the first it the need to belong and the 
second is for self-presentation. Self-esteem and self-worth are associated 
closely with the first basic social need, to belong. Generally, people use 
Facebook as a self promotional (Carpenter, 2012). When individuals are 
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feeling distressed, they turn to Facebook to feel better. They may also 
attempt to gain the attention of their audience by frequently offering new 
post. The use of quote post can be a key tactic to boost engagement. 
People share inspirational quotes on Facebook, not only because they like 
them, but also because they will feel motivated and empowered. An 
inspirational quotes can gain more attention from other user. Commonly, 
people gain attention by posting inspirational quotes regarding to their 
life. Thus, person who has the possibilities of making an inspirational 
quotation and his quotation is quoted by many people in the world is 
Oscar Wilde (Quinn, 2013). 
Facebook introduces new features all the time, and slowly rolls them 
out to users. At this point, Facebook is pretty much a digital history of our 
life. Just like sites to find out what happened on this day in history, 
Facebook now lets us jump back in time to see what was happening in our 
life by offering features of „see the history‟. Facebook also claimed that 
almost fifty percent of the user in different language out of English 
Language. Therefore, in helping people to get information and discussing 
some phenomenon, Facebook provides a Machine Translation feature in 
translating a post. The use of Machine Translation to translate text in post 
and comments automatically, in order to break language barriers, it is also 
allow people around the world to communicate each other. Recently, 
Facebook launched new feature of machine translation called Neural 
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Machine Translation on August 3
rd
, 2017. New feature of Facebook 
Neural Machine Translation facilitates the users to understand language 
from different countries. (Gehring, J et. al, 2017). In this case, people 
from different countries are free to choose the translation into their native 
language. The translation will appear on the figure below: 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Translation‟s Choice from Different Language 
 
 
Figure 2: Translation from Facebook 
 
The purpose of giving a translation in posted status in other language 
on Facebook Neural Machine Translation is bridging the users when they 
are reading other people‟s status in different languages (Estopace, 2017).  
The researcher prefers analyze Facebook rather than Twitter. Because, 
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Twitter uses Bing and the researcher found out that there are many error 
translation on Bing Translator rather than Neural Machine Translation. 
The excess of Neural Machine Translation is that NMT works by 
collecting data from users of Facebook user in give a better translation 
and to be taken into its database system. Facebook Machine Translation 
allows its user to give feedback and post-edited the products to improve 
the translation in the feature. Although, Facebook ever in collaboration 
with Microsoft Bing but, in 2015 Facebook parting from Bing and 
completing its own Machine Translation launched in 2017 (Sumarna, R., 
2017). 
Considering the development of Facebook up to now, it is possible to 
a Machine Translation can give an accurate output as human can do. 
Arnold (1994: 7) stated that Machine Translation is less accurate in 
translating text, and there is no possibilities that Machine Translation 
system can predict a better quality product. Based on the prior research, 
there is no research about Facebook Machine Translation. Almost of the 
research focused on Psychology of Facebook user refer to their self-
promotional. Thus, the researcher is interested in translation of Facebook 
particularly in translation techniques and also the error categories found 
on the Machine Translation. As translation is an important thing to do by 
a translator to achieve the equivalence of both information in the source 
language (SL) and target language (TL), therefore translation technique is 
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needed. Regarding to the statement above, the researcher tries to analyze 
translation techniques in terms of word proposed by Molina and Albir 
(2002:509).  
Every texts of English language processed by lexical analysis 
(scanner), syntax analysis (parser), semantic analysis (translator) before 
getting the result in Indonesian language. Every words will be checked on 
the token and checked again on the Machine Translation. Below is part 
the example of quotes translation from Facebook, there are two 
translation techniques applied which are literal, pure borrowing, and 
linguistic amplification. There are fourteen words use literal technique, 
one word uses pure borrowing, and one word uses linguistic 
amplification. 
(14/Q.14/LA.1/PB.1/L.14) 
Source Language : Fashion is a form of ugliness so intolerable that we 
have to alter it every six months. 
Target Language : Fashion adalah bentuk keburukan sehingga tidak bisa 
ditolerir bahwa kita harus mengubahnya setiap enam bulan. 
 The example above is a form of complex sentence. Machine 
translation will stop for a while in processing, if in the middle of the 
sentence found any punctuation, but when there is no any punctuation the 
machine will continue processing and machine will translates literally or 
word-to-word. The quotation above is using literal technique in almost 
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every word of the sentence. Additionally, all languages that are translated 
by machine translation have common and similar properties. The common 
properties of languages include words to express an action or equivalence 
to it. Therefore, the whole translation procedure includes lexical, syntactic 
and semantic analysis when a text is read into the computer for translation 
processing. Some of the information is supplied by the machine translation 
dictionaries and other information is supplied by the machine translation 
dictionaries and other information from analysis and synthesis of the text. 
if some of the words are not found in the database, the output of the target 
language may be omitted or rendered the same word as in the source text. 
Pure borrowing technique is applied the word Fashion. The word 
Fashion includes the word class of noun. Thus, Fashion is not the only 
noun found on the sentence it means that the machine does not having a 
difficult to find any equivalence of word class noun from the sentence. The 
researcher tries to analysis deeper then, the researcher breaks the sentence 
into a single word and translate it. The word Fashion seems having a result 
means Mode. In Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia, Mode is a form of style in 
a specific time (about clothes, haircut, hairstyle, jewelry, etc). But, when 
the researcher tries to combine the word into sentence, word Fashion does 
not change the meaning into Mode. Although it seems weird, but the word 
Fashion is already known in Indonesia. Because, Fashion is becoming 
something phenomenon in this era. Therefore, when the machine 
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translation applied the word Fashion, it does not change the meaning of 
sentence.  
Linguistic amplification technique also found on the sentence above. 
The function of linguistic amplification is to add or omit any linguistic 
elements. From the sentence above, the researcher found out that there is 
one linguistic elements omitted from the sentence. A as an article from the 
sentence was omitted by the machine translation. It can be caused by the 
input of machine translation. Because, machine translation takes a number 
of input and predicts output. It means, every input of better translation from 
the user will be processing on the database and machine will takes the 
translation which excessively appear on the database and will be the result, 
but when the input just take a small amount of input the machine will omit 
the translation. To measure the translation of collaborative input between 
human and also machine translation, the system tends to take the 
possibilities in one kind. It means, the element of „a‟ is better to be omitted. 
Therefore, omitting the article a does not change the meaning of the 
sentence. 
The translation of machine translation is not always assessing in the 
term of accuracy or fidelity, but the researcher somehow demonstrates how 
an error analysis occurs on Machine Translation (Koponen, Maarit. 2010). 
Koponen categorizes the criteria in assessing translation quality of machine 
translation by dividing the types of the error made by machine translation. 
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these types are based on the each mismatching of a concept, which are 
omitted concept, added concept, untranslated concept, mistranslated 
concept, substituted concept, and explicitated concept.  
Regarding to the new models, the researcher is interested to 
analyze whether the new models of Facebook neural machine 
translation truly provide fluent translation or not. Facebook‟s status 
used as the source data of this research is from the quotation of 
Oscar Wilde. Newly model of Facebook‟s translation should have a 
good English translation, especially to be readable for the target 
reader. The researcher takes an example for compound sentence, 
then the researcher found out that there are three error categories on 
the sentence. There are mistranslated and omitted. Below is the 
example of mistranslated and omitted concept. 
Example 2: 
(1/Q.1/L.7/PB.1) 
Source Language: The world is a stage, but the play is badly cast. 
Target Language: Dunia adalah panggung, tetapi permainan ini sangat 
buruk. 
From the example above, mostly the translation techniques used are 
Literal translation which means the translation still in the level of word-to-
word translation. The example above is a form of compound sentence. The 
play includes on the category of mistranslate. The play translates into 
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„permainan‟, although the meaning of play is „bermain‟ but it has modifier 
„the‟ and becoming „the play‟, the suitable translation for the phrase above 
is „pemain‟ because „play‟ is verb and when it is having modifier „the‟ it 
become noun. The mismatches between source language and target 
language make the translation error.  
Omitted concept also found on the sentence above. An error is 
categorized as omitted concept if the source language concept is not 
conveyed by the target language. It means that a concept that exists in 
source language is not translate or does not appear in target language. This 
error belongs to the subcategories of omitted noun. Omitted noun refers to 
the word cast. The translation of word cast does not appear on the target 
language. Thus, it should be have a reference to refer the word badly. 
Because, the result just show ini sangat buruk, there is no any reference to 
refer or to modify the word badly on the target language. The word cast  
actually refer to the play, apparently the word cast seems lost on the 
sentence and make a confusion to the reader. Omitted article also found on 
the target language. The machine seems deleting the element of article a on 
the target language. Because the result nothing found any translation of 
sebuah. The machine translation seems deleting the article a. Therefore, 
deleting the article a does not change the meaning. 
The phenomenon above is interesting and challenging to observe. The 
researcher concerns in analyzing the translation techniques and what errors 
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found on the machine translation result from Facebook Neural Machine 
Translation. Considering the explanation above, the researcher will conduct 
a research entitled Translation Techniques and The Error Categories of 
Oscar Wilde‟s Quotes on The Feature of Facebook Machine Translation. 
B. Limitation of the Problem 
The taken data were inserted in the form of status on Facebook. The 
researcher find any status in regard to Oscar Wilde‟s quotes started from 
January to February 2018. The research is limited to analysis what 
problems are faced by Machine Translation in translating Oscar Wilde 
quotes on Facebook Neural Machine Translation. Focus of the analysis 
includes what are the translation techniques used on Facebook Neural 
Machine Translation and what are the error categories found on the 
Machine Translation. The researcher limits this research in quotation.  
C. Problem Formulation 
1. What are translation techniques used on Facebook Neural Machine 
Translation of Oscar Wilde‟s quotes? 
2. How are the techniques affect the error categories in quotes 
translation on Facebook Neural Machine Translation? 
D. The Objectives of the Study 
1. To find out the translation techniques used on Facebook Neural 
Machine Translation feature from Oscar Wilde‟s quotes. 
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2. To find the impact of the error categories of quotes translation from 
Oscar Wilde‟s quotes on Facebook Neural Machine Translation. 
E. The Benefits of the Study 
1. Theoritically 
The study is expected to give some additional perspective points of 
view and the result of this result can be used as a reference by the 
other researcher in the similar topic and contribution to collect the 
development of literature in English Letters Department. 
2. Practically 
1. Facebook User 
The findings in this study is expected to the user of Facebook can 
give a better input to the machine translation in order to have 
better quality for the output. 
2. Other researcher 
This research expected can be an inspiration for other researcher, 
especially when they want to analyze similar aspects of Facebook 
Machine Translation. 
F. The Key Terms 
1. Translation : the replacement of textual material in one language (SL) 
by equivalent textual material in another language (TL). (Catford, 
1974: 20) 
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2. Facebook : is a popular free social networking website that allows 
registered users to create profiles, upload photos and video, send 
message and keep in touch with friend, family, and colleagues 
(Carpenter, 2012). 
3. Quotes : is the repetition of someone else‟s statement or thoughts 
(Brainyquotes.com). 
4. Neural Machine Translation : is a machine learning technique that 
takes a number of inputs and predicts outputs. In many ways, they are 
not very different from other machine learning methods but have 
distinct strengths (Koehn, 2015). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Definition of Translation 
The transfer of the meaning from one language into another language 
is the definition of the translation in general. However, in line with the 
advance of century, many expert develop its definition with different 
tendency. Newmark (1998: 5) states “Translation is rendering the meaning 
of a text into another language in the way that the author intended text.” 
Based on the quotation above, it can be said that when a translator 
translates source language texts into the target language text, he or she 
should be able to transfer the meaning as close as the author‟s intention. It 
is not allowed for a translator to make new meaning or messages because 
he or she will convey incorrect messages to the readers. 
Almost similar to Newmark, Machali (2000: 114) states that 
translation is a process of „recreate‟. It can be said that when a translator 
does his or her job, he or she recreates a product. Therefore, a translator 
must be careful in translating a text because, he deals not only with the 
language grammar but also the language style. For example, when a 
translator translates an article, he or she cannot translate it into literature 
text or a text which contains slang language but it should be translated into 
an article, too. It is suitable to a statement of Brislin (1976: 15) states 
“Every translation, accordingly, is an attempt to synchronize the syntactic, 
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lexical, and stylistic systems governing performance in two different 
languages, a source language (SL) and a target language (TL).” Therefore, 
it can be said that translation also considers the style of the text. 
It should be known that it is impossible to produce a translation 
product perfectly since both languages has different system. Therefore, 
Brislin uses the word of „to synchronize‟. That is why the translator should 
find correct equivalence for every single word when he or she translates a 
text. As stated before translation considers three terms such as the 
syntactic, lexical, and stylistic systems. The syntactic system means the 
surface structure of the source language. The lexical system is the meaning 
of the source language and the stylistic system refers to the style of the 
source language. Three of them are supported each other because three of 
them determine the translation strategies carried oit by the translator. The 
translator should decide the right strategy when he or she translates a text 
so the messages of the source language can be produced well into the target 
language.  
B. Machine Translation 
The definition of Machine Translation is taken depending on the agent 
performing the translation act, Machine Translation is simply the act of 
translation done by the computer using a specialized computer program 
(Machine Translation system). According to Robert (2010: 430) Machine 
Translation, “the computer program analyzes the text to be translated 
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(“source language”, or SL) and produces a translation (“target language, or 
TL)” this fact makes it seems there is no need for human intervention in the 
process. He points out that nonetheless, human intervention is needed in 
some extent, even in the lightest task, such as pre-editing and post-editing. 
Moreover, Hutchins and Somers (1992: 3), stated that Machine Translation 
is a term used for computerized system responsible for the production of 
translations from one natural language into another, with or without human 
assistance. Even though Hutchins and Somers do not fully exclude the 
human intervention in their definition, they subsequently emphasize that the 
kennel point of Machine Translation itself is the entire process of translation 
is being automatic (Hutchins and Somers, 1992: 3).  
Language translation is an important to Facebook's mission of making 
the world more open and connected, enabling everyone to consume posts or 
videos in their preferred language all at the highest possible accuracy and 
speed. Language translation is one of the ways Facebook can give people 
the power to build community and bring the world closer together. It can 
help people connect with family members and friends who live overseas, or 
better understand the perspective of someone who speaks different 
language.  
The use of machine translation to translate text in posts and comments 
automatically, in order to break language barriers and allow people around 
the world to communicate each other. To continue improving the quality of 
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its translation, Facebook recently switched from using phrase-based 
machine translation models to neural networks to power all of its backend 
translation systems, which account for more than 2,000 translation 
directions and 4.5 billion translations each day These new models provide 
more accurate and fluent translations, improving people's experience 
consuming Facebook content that is not written in their preferred language. 
Facebook Artificial Intelligence Research (FAIR) team recently 
published research results using a novel Convolutional Neural Network 
(CNN) approach for machine translation that achieves state-of-the-art 
accuracy at nine times the speed of recurrent neural systems (Gehring, J et. 
al, 2017). Facebook have just started being able to use more context for 
translations. Neural networks open up many future development paths 
related to adding further context, such as a photo accompanying the text of 
a post, to create better translations.  
Facebook is also starting to explore multilingual models that can 
translate many different language directions. This will help solve the 
challenge of fine-tuning each system relating to a specific language pair, 
and may also bring quality gains from some directions through the sharing 
of training data. Facebook plans to use multilingual posts to improve 
machine translation capabilities with the aim of one day removing language 
barriers across the social network Facebook began testing a translation tool 
that will automatically let posts be displayed in languages users prefer. The 
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leading social network first made the "multilingual composer" tool available 
earlier this year for use on pages representing companies, brands, groups 
and celebrities through its Pages service. Now it will be available to general 
users. The social network plans to use multilingual posts to improve 
machine translation capabilities with the aim of one day 
removing language barriers across the social network (Mark, K. 2016). The 
language setting also influence the translation from the source to the target 
users in translating the language.  
A neural network is a machine learning technique that takes a 
number of inputs and predicts outputs. In many ways, they are not very 
different from other machine learning methods but have distinct strengths 
(Koehn, 2015). Within a year or two, the entire research field of machine 
translation went neural. To give some indication of the speed of change: At 
the shared task for machine translation organized by the Conference on 
Machine Translation, only one pure neural machine translation system was 
submitted in 2015. It was competitive, but outperformed by traditional 
statistical systems. 
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C. Process of Machine Translation 
Machine translation is one of the research areas under “computational 
linguistics”. Various methodologies have been devise to automate the 
translation process. Below is the figure of translation process: 
`                  Interlingua 
 
 
  Source Text  Transfer   Source Text 
 semantic and syntactic           semantic and syntactic 
  structure           direct translation                       structure 
 
Source         Target  
Text         Text 
   
Figure 3: The Vauquois Triangle 
 
The methodology could have several approaches that are direct 
approach, the words of source language are translated without passing 
through an additional or intermediary representation as suggested by 
Tripathi and Sarkhel (2010).  Transfer based, transfer belongs to the second 
generation of machine translation (mid 60s to 1980s). In this, source 
language is transformed into an abstract, less language specific 
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representation. An equivalent representation (with same level of 
abstraction) is then generated for the target language using bilingual 
dictionaries and grammar rules. These systems have three major 
components: analysis, transfer, and interlingua. Analysis of the source text 
is done based on linguistic information such as morphology, part-of-speech, 
syntax, semantics, etc. heuritics as well as algorithms are applied to parse 
the source language. Transfer based works by the syntactic or semantic 
structure of source language is then transferred into the syntactic or 
semantic structure of the target language.  
Interlingua is considered to belong to third generation of machine 
translation. It is an inherent part of a branch called interlingua. Interlingua 
aims to create linguistic homogeneity across the globe. Interlingua is a 
combination of two Latin words Inter and Lingua which means 
between/intermediary and language respectively. In interlingua, source 
language is transformed into an auxiliary, intermediary language 
representation which is independent of any of the languages involved in the 
translation. The translated verse for the target language is then derived 
through this auxiliary representation. Hence, only two modules i. e,. 
analysis and synthesis are required in this type of system. Machine 
Translation program will analyze the sentence, word and phrase, then 
identifying the synonym on the database. Then, the result will be appeared. 
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In this new era, machine translation introduces new categorization of 
machine translation system. Among machine translation system, one major 
distinction can be made between those that are knowledge-based and those 
that are data driven. This distinction is crucial, as it regards the paradigm of 
the machine translation system, that is to say the kind of information that 
enables the translation process, and the way the translation is performed. 
Therefore, it is also related to the quality of the result. In rule-based 
machine translation system the information is expressed in the form of 
linguistic rules, that can account for morphological, syntactic, or semantic 
phenomena. In data-driven machine translation systems, the information 
used to perform a translation is extracted from corpora  by an automatic 
system. It can also mention the existence of hybrid machine translation 
systems, that combine more than one machine translation paradigm.  
Linguistic information from the source text is obtained through 
parsing. Hybrid machine translation systems often use less informative 
resources that are less expensive and easier to acquire, such as reduced 
parallel corpora. The hybrid machine translation systems developed in the 
last decades are based on two methods: either they combine different 
machine translation systems and try to select the best output among the 
result, or they select and combine fragments of the results of different 
machine translation systems, in order to produce a new target text. 
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      English Sentence 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Indonesian Sentence 
Figure 4: Processing component from English into Indonesian sentence (Utami & 
Hartati, 2007) 
 
Every text in English text will continue to process in lexical analysis 
(scanner), syntactic analysis (parser), semantic analysis (translator) and 
pragmatic analysis (evaluator) before getting the result in Indonesian text, 
Lexical 
Analysis 
Syntactic 
Analysis 
Semantic 
Analysis 
Pragmatic 
Analysis 
Language’s 
Rule 
Types of 
Sentence 
Syntax Tree 
List of 
Token 
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lexical analysis will check in the form of text and categorized it in the form of 
token‟s lists. Then, it will continue on the level of syntactic. Sintactic analysis 
will tracing toward the token‟s lists to be compared on the list of token from 
the database and will be corrected based on the rules. The process will 
continue when the text already fulfilled the rules of language. The sentence 
will be approved on a form of sentence, noun phrase, verb phrase, adjective, 
noun, verb. The process will continue on semantic analysis which becoming 
the result of translation.  
The load of every element in parsing of text will be divide into two parts if 
machine translation found any conjunction between one sentence. The 
sentence will be divided into two parts. The categories of non alphanumeric 
and alphanumeric. All characters beside alphanumeric taken and saved on 
RCH (Right Character) and LCH (Left Character). Every word will be 
processed to determine each of translation through token arrangement which 
is each word will be searched its own equivalence word on the database. After 
the process done, the process will continue to determine word class, then 
choosing the word class based on condition such as comparing every token 
with record on the database, using another alternative words, and anticipating 
the capital letters in the first letters on the sentence. The next process is 
translating which is the process done to get the meaning on Indonesian 
language, based on the rules. To find the equivalence of each translation, the 
machine has list token on the dictionary and the result will be saved on the 
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variable of arti_kata. When there is no such equivalence word on the 
database, the word will be checked again on the variable of arti_kata, 
therefore the word will be deleted if there is no such of equivalence word to 
find its meaning on the token list. Below is the example of the result of 
machine translation text.  
D. Parsing in Machine Translation  
     S 
   NP   VP 
  Det   N   be V VP  
       Prep  be V  
The  Heart  was  made   to  be  broken 
Hati itu      dibuat   untuk dilanggar 
             Figure 5: Parsing Algorithm (Arnold, D. et al, 1994) 
The figure above is the example of parsing in tree diagram. The task of 
an automatic parser is to take a formal grammar and a sentence and apply the 
grammar to the sentence in order to check that it is indeed grammatical and 
given that it is grammatical, show how the words are combined into phrases 
and how the phrases are put together to form larger phrases (including 
sentences). Thus, for example, a parser would use the rules the researcher 
gives an example to check that the sentence the heart was made to be broken, 
consists of a noun phrase followed by verb phrase. The noun phrase consists 
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of determiner and noun. The verb phrase followed by to be, verb, and verb 
phrase.   
 
 
    The heart was made to be broken 
 
        Hati itu dibuat untuk dilanggar 
 
Figure 6: Phrase-Based Model (Koehn, 2015) 
 
Figure above is the example of how the result of machine translation 
in translating a sentence. In phrase-based models, the unit of translation is 
any contiguous sequence of words, which called a phrase. But, there are the 
combination also of word-based alignment. The machine seems translate 
the sentence in the level word-to-word. It demonstrated from the example 
above, it looks for the equivalence translation from each word.  
The example above is a form of simple sentence. There is no problem 
in translation the sentence above. The machine does not have a difficulty to 
find any translation of each word. Machine translation translates the 
translation in the level of word-to-word and phrase. Those of example 
includes in literal technique. The heart translates into hati itu, was made 
translates into dibuat, to translates into untuk, and be broken translates into 
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dilanggar. There is no trouble to find the meaning of translation. But, when 
the researcher analysis deeper. The translation of be broken which 
translated into dilanggar seems odd. Because, the sentence refer to the 
heart. It means, something related to the heart is not dilanggar. Dilanggar 
is refer to punishment and behavior or something related to the deed which 
is inappropriate with a role or norms. The use dilanggar as the result is not 
suitable for the translation because the translation become odd. Then, the 
better translation to input on the database is dipatahkan. 
When machine translation parsing the sentence, it is sometimes does 
not have a mistake in parsing the sentence. Because, every word or phrase is 
already correct. But when machine translation bumped into the semantic 
analysis, this can be the first mistake appear. In semantic analysis, the 
machine search for the meaning from the token or from the database. It 
means, there is an error in translation the word or phrase. Therefore, it 
caused the mismatches between the source language and the target 
language. The mismatches between the error categories can be caused by 
the technique used in machine translation which is affect the errors and also 
the meaning of translation, due to the machine translation is still work in the 
level of lexical analysis means that the translation mostly using literal 
techniques and make the translation error and sometimes the result is not 
equivalence with the source language. 
E. Translation Techniques 
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There are many kinds of translation techniques with the different ideas 
from different translation experts. According to Hurtado Albir and Molina 
(2002:499), translation techniques allow us to describe the actual steps taken 
by the translators in each textual micro-unit and obtain clear data about the 
general methodological option chosen. Techniques describe the result 
obtained and can be used classified different types of translation solutions. 
In simple words, translation techniques are the procedures to analyze 
and classify the way of equivalence happens and it can be applied in 
whatever lingual terms. However, translation techniques are called as the 
realization of the decision making process, where the product can be 
identified on the translation result. Below are the kinds of translation 
techniques that are proposed by Molina and Albir (2002:509), as follows: 
1. Compensation 
To introduce a Source Text element of information or stylistic effect in 
another place in the Target Text because it cannot be reflected in the same 
place as in the Source Text. For example, “Vapors” and the translation 
“Tanki Bensin”. 
2. Borrowing 
A word taken directly from another language, consist of two types: 
Pure Borrowing and Naturalized Borrowing. For example in Pure Borrowing 
from the source text “The software is broken” and the translation “Software-
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nya rusak”. For example in Naturalized Borrowing, from the source text 
“The computer is broken” and the translation “Komputer-nya rusak”. 
 
 
3. Calque 
A foreign word or phrase translated and incorporated into another 
language. For example, “Tony Blair was a Prime Minister” and the 
translation “Tony Blair dulunya adalah seorang Perdana Menteri”. 
4. Literal translation 
Word to word translation. For example, “My parents are going to visit 
my uncle” and the translation “Orang tuaku akan mengunjungi pamanku”. 
5. Amplification 
Amplification occurs when the target text uses more signifiers to cover 
syntactic or lexical gaps, paraphrasing or expliciting the implicit information 
from the source text. For example, “Alqur‟an” and the translation “Moslem‟s 
holy book”. “Ramadhan” and the translation “the month of fasting”. 
6. Equivalence 
This type for the same situation using a completely different 
phrase. For example, “Your sincerely” and the translation “Hormat 
kami”. “Come on” and the translation “Ayo”. 
7. Generalization 
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Generalization is to translate a term for a more general one. For 
example, “I‟m going to make a pie” and the translation “Aku akan membuat 
kue”. “My grandfather is riding becycle” and the translation “Kakekku 
sedang mengendarai sepeda onthel”. 
 
8. Modulation 
A shift in point of view, focus, also shift in cognitive categories from 
the source text. For example, “I cut my finger” and the translation “Jariku 
teriris”. “This statue was made by a European artist” and the translation 
“Seniman asal Eropa yang membuat patung ini”. 
9. Particularization 
This type is the opposite of generalization technique. For example, 
“Public transportation” and the translation “Angkot”. 
10. Reduction 
This type is the opposite of amplification technique. The aim of this 
technique is to condensing the information from the source text by 
impliciting the information. For example, “It is the month of fasting” and 
the translation “Ini adalah Bulan Ramadhan”.  
11. Transposition 
A shift of word class, i.e., verb for noun, noun for preposition. It 
changes grammatical category. It happens because the differences of the 
grammatical structure in different language. For example, “Most of them 
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obeyed the rule for a week in the beginning of the month. They found that 
technology could regulate their life.” And the translation “Kebanyakan 
siswa mematuhi larangan percobaan tersebut selama satu minggu pada 
awal bulan dan mereka menemukan, teknologi itu memang dapat mengatur 
kehidupan mereka”. 
12. Variation 
Change the form of linguistics and paralinguistics which influencing 
linguistic variation: the change of dialect. For example, “What do you 
want?” and the translation “Apa mau lu?”. 
13. Deletion 
This technique is almost resemble as reduction, but in reduction 
technique occurs by deleting some of the text. Whereas, the deletion 
technique occurs by deleting total of the text which is not needed. For 
example, “I don‟t know. I have just left the class.” And the translation “Aku 
tidak tahu”. 
14. Adaptation 
A shift in cultural environment, i.e., to express the message using a 
different situation. For example, “This fried springroll is very delicious” and 
the translation “Timlo goreng ini sangat enak”. 
15. Description 
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To replace a term or expression with a description of its form or/ and 
function. For example, “Nasi Tumpeng” and the translation “A cone yellow 
rice eaten during special events”. 
16. Discursive Creation 
To establish a temporary equivalence that is totally unpredictable out 
of context. For example, “Si Malin Kundang” and the translation “A 
betrayed son Si Malin Kundang”. 
17. Linguistic Amplification 
To add or omit linguistic elements. This is often used in consecutive 
interpreting and dubbing. For example, “Just kidding” and the translation 
“Cuma main-main aja, bukan beneran” instead of an expression with the 
same number of words, “hanya bercanda”. 
18. Linguistics Compression 
To synthesize linguistic elements in the Target Text. This is often used 
in simultaneous interpreting and in subtitling. For example, “Really?” and 
the translation “Serius nih?” instead of using a same number of words, 
“Benar” 
F. Error Analysis in Machine Translation 
One of the most useful and practical way to evaluate MT in by 
counting the error to find the amount of work on revision or correction 
needed in the raw output (Hutchin and Somers, 1992). Commonly, error 
analysis is performed by counting “each addition or deletion of a word, 
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substitution of one word by another, and instance of the transposition of 
word in phrases”. The result of the counting then will be calculated into the 
errors or revised words percentage in the whole text. Providing the 
alternative answer for the error is also needed for the researcher to conduct 
the comparison in identifying the errors. 
On the other hand, this kind of method can be questioned of its 
objectivity because there are differences in what each reviser takes as error 
and their acceptability toward the output text. Hutchins and Somers point 
out that to solve this problem, error analysis needed to be done based on a 
classification of errors by type of linguistic phenomenon and subsequently 
the way to measure the performance of the machine translation. Regarding 
the problem of subjectivity in using error analysis in assessing machine 
translation quality, Hutchins and Somers as stated above, suggest there has 
to be a classification of errors in the classification.  
Some existing classifications of errors are based mostly on the fluency 
of forms and accuracy of the contens. Koponen proposes the idea of using 
error analysis to assess the quality of machine translation output in terms of 
semantic content accuracy (translation errors) rather than only the fluency 
of forms and accuracy of contents (language errors). Translation errors 
refers to the errors which are caused by the wrong lexical meaning of either 
words or relation.  
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Table 1 : table of error categories and example (Koponen, 2015) 
Types of Concept 
Error 
Meaning Example 
Omitted Concept Source language is not 
conveyed by the target 
language. 
SL: I‟m going down and get 
that kitty. 
TL: Aku akan mendapatkan 
kucing itu. 
Added Concept Target language that is not 
present in the source 
language. 
SL: The motor cars were 
gone. 
TL: Motor mobil pergi. 
Untranslated 
Concept 
Source language words that 
appear in target language. 
SL: I‟m going down and get 
that kitty. 
TL: Aku akan mendapatkan 
kitty itu. 
Mistranslated 
Concept 
Target language has the 
wrong meaning for the 
context. 
SL: They were big palms. 
TL: Ada telapak tangan 
besar. 
Substituted 
Concept 
The target language is not 
equivalent for source 
language but can be 
considered a valid 
replacement for the context. 
SL: His wife looked out of 
the window. 
TL: Istrinya menjenguk dari 
jendela. 
Explicitated 
Concept 
Target language explicitly 
states information left 
implicit in source language 
without adding information. 
SL: They were big palms. 
TL: Ada pohon besar. 
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G. Previous Related Study 
This thesis is original research by the researcher. To prove the original 
of this research, the researcher wants to present two the previous research 
and the analysis. The previous study related in this thesis is from Damianus 
Deni Kurnianto, undergraduate thesis entitled Google Translate 
Assessment with Error Analysis: An Attempt to Reduce Errors (2012). The 
researcher discusses the errors found in the Indonesian translation of three 
texts of Ownership Agreement document, national Geographic article and a 
iPad user guide, which are translated from English by Google translate. He 
then categorizes each errors using Koponens‟ semantic concepts.  
By using this classification, he categorizes the errors into added 
concept, omitted concept, mistranslated concept, untranslated concept, 
substituted concept and explicitated concept. His research finds out that 
Google Translate makes a total of 206 errors, with almost half of them are 
under the category of mistranslated concept (136 errors). These categories 
of errors lead him into the suggestion for users to reduce the possibility of 
errors made by Google Translate based on Farrus suggestion and trial and 
error method. It means that his suggestions are not able to reduce the error 
itself, but only the possibility of it to happen. Nevertheless, he 
demonstrates his suggestions are efficient to reduce up until 50% the 
possibility of errors made. 
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Kurnianto‟s finding is one of the pilot studies of the errors categories 
proposed by Koponen. He also uses three different types of texts to show 
whether different type of text result different pattern. This present thesis 
also uses Koponen‟s categories to analyze the data taken from different 
type of texts. However, it stops only at finding the errors found in relations 
between source and target language concepts. In addition, the points 
suggested to reduce the possibility of errors in his finding somehow are on 
the contrary with the essence of MT itself, which its practically. This 
thesis‟ main focus is on the error categories on the Facebook neural 
machine translation in translating quotation from Oscar Wilde. Moreover, 
this present thesis also attempts further to find the error not only based on 
individual concept, but also the relation between them.  
The second previous thesis is the thesis by Rio Abdulbari Agusman. 
The thesis entitled An Analysis of Translation Techniques and Quality of 
The URL: en.wikioedia.org/wiki/Boston_Tea_Party Translated by Google 
Translate (2011). In the thesis of Rio Abdulbari Agusman, the researcher 
focuses on the techniques applied in translation and the quality assessment 
that covers accuracy and acceptability of the sentence. The analysis shows 
that Google Translate applied 7 kinds of translation techniques to translate 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boston_Tea_Party web page. The techniques are 
literal, amplification, reduction, transposition, borrowing, calque, and 
particularization. 
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The analysis on accuracy assessment shows that there are 18 data 
considered to be accurate, 96 data considered to be less accurate. And, 3 
data considered to be inaccurate. The analysis on acceptability assessment 
shows that there are 20 data considered to be acceptable, 87 data 
considered to be less acceptable, and, 10 data considered to be 
unacceptable. The different thesis from the thesis above, in this thesis the 
researcher focuses on the translation technique by Molina and Albir (2002) 
and translating quality focuses on the error categories of proposed by 
Koponen (2010). The similarities from that thesis above are about 
discussing the translation techniques and quality used in machine 
translation. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Type and Design 
In conducting the study, the researcher employs a qualitative method, 
by which data are collected, classified, analyzed, and then based on the 
result of data analysis is drew a conclusion. A further explanation about 
qualitative research is also given by Cresswell (1998: 15): 
Qualitative research is an inquiry process of understanding 
based on distinct methodological tradition of inquiry that 
explore a social or human problem. The researcher builds a 
complex, holistic picture, analyzes words, reports detailed 
views or informants, and conducts the study in a natural 
setting. 
 
Qualitative research was applied in this research because the data 
are not statistical data. The researcher focused on the word or phrase on the 
form of sentence. This study focused on the errors categories analysis 
found on the translation and the possible techniques that applied on 
Facebook neural machine translation in translating Oscar Wilde‟s quotes. 
This research is descriptive research, Silverman (1993:29) states that 
“qualitative research is a particular tradition in social science that 
fundamentally depends on watching people in their own territory”. In other 
words, qualitative research is a research which concerns about observing 
the object in their field. 
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B. Data and Source of the Data 
The researcher gets the data in the form of sentence. The sentence is in 
the form of quotation. In this research, the researcher uses the data from 
users who posted Oscar Wilde‟s quotation. The quotes is classified into 
simple sentence, compound, complex and compound-complex sentence. 
The researcher focused on the possible techniques that applied on the 
machine translation and the error categories of translation caused by 
machine translation.  
The source data of this research is from Facebook neural machine 
translation in translating Oscar Wilde‟s quotes. The researcher decides to 
take Facebook neural machine translation as the sources of data because, 
the feature of Facebook neural machine translation which is launched on 
August 3
rd
 2017 has a high strength in translating post rather than previous 
machine translation. Thus, the researcher is interested to analyze the error 
categories by using quotes translation. 
C. Research Instrument 
The main instrument of this research is the researcher because the 
main ideas and the foundation of the concepts for the research are firstly 
formulated by the researcher. The understanding to the subject of the 
research and also the self-awareness can be an asset in both fieldwork and 
analysis as Patton stated that: 
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The perspective that the researcher brings to a qualitative 
inquiries to part of the context for the findings. A human being is the 
instrument of qualitative methods. A real, live person makes 
observations, takes field notes, asks interview questions, and interprets 
responses (2002:64). 
 
  Furthermore, some other equipments are used to collect the data. They 
are the quotation in the form of Facebook‟s status. Lastly, a computer set 
connected to the internet is used to finish the thesis as well as gather more 
material and information related to the subject being analyzed in this 
research.  
D. The Technique of Collecting Data  
To collect the data, the researcher used a technique. Collecting data 
means a process of which the data are collected. Creswell (1994:194) 
explains that the technique of collecting data in qualitative research consist 
of four basic types namely observation, interviews, documents, and visual 
image. The technique of collecting data is done through observation and 
documentation. In collecting the data the researcher does several steps. 
Firstly, Log in into Facebook account. Secondly, searching the keywords 
„Oscar Wilde‟ on Facebook feature „search‟. Third, reading the quotes 
translation of Oscar Wilde from another user. Fourth, collecting the quotes 
translation of Oscar Wilde from English version and its Indonesian 
translation from Facebook neural machine translation. Fifth, the researcher 
giving code to each data for example: 
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Code : 1/Q.1/L.7/PB.1 
1 : The number of datum 
Q.1 : Quote number one 
L/PB : Translation techniques. There are some translation techniques 
found in the data. L: Literal, PB: Pure Borrowing, NB: 
Naturalized Borrowing, E: Equivalence, G: Generalization, 
AD: Addition, AM: Amplification, T: Transposition, R: 
Reduction 
7/1 : Total numbers of  the translation techniques from word to 
word analysis. 
Sixth, the researcher analyze to get the deeper understanding and point 
out the cores at the something begin to identify the problem to get 
something interesting in topic. And, finally the researcher found out that 
there are several techniques use on Machine Translation and also the error 
translation which are affecting the meaning of each translation. 
E. Technique of Analyzing the Data 
Analyzing the data is a process of organizing and classifying the data 
into a pattern in order to find research formulation. Moleong (2004: 280) 
states that analyzing data is a process of arranging the data; organizing it 
into pattern, category and the basic analyzing unit. The collected data will 
be analyzed using the following steps. First, observing the quotation from 
Oscar Wilde in original language (English). Second, comparing the original 
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and the translation text to find out the translation techniques applied. Third, 
analyzing the error categories and its rectification to find the naturalness of 
translation based on comments of the raters. Fourth, interpreting the result 
of analysis and give the conclusion based on the data analysis. According 
to Miles, M. B & Huberman, A. M. in Sugiyono (2014) has three 
component of data analysis Interactive Model: 1) Data Reduction, 2) Data 
display, 3) Conclusion drawing/verifying. The researcher does not use data 
reduction because nothing data that will delete. The researcher just uses 
data display and conclusion, drawing and verifying. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Interactive model (Miles, M. B. & Huberman, A. M. 1984) 
 
1) Data Reduction: the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, 
abstracting, and transforming the „raw‟ data that appears in written-up 
field notes. 
Data Collection 
Data Reduction Conclusion: 
Drawing/veryfying 
Data Display 
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2) Data Display: the second major flow of analysis activity is data 
display. 
3) Conclusion (Drawing/verifying): the third stream of analysis activity 
is conclusion drawing and verification. 
The researcher uses three components of data analysis above because, 
several data are reduced from the translation result of Facebook and the 
researcher only picks quotation in the types of simple, compound, complex, 
and compound-complex. Thus, the quotation which has more than one 
sentences is reduced and it is not used as the data. Then, the researcher uses 
data display and conclusion drawing and verifying. 
F. Data Validation 
Validity is the degree to which a measure accurately represents what it 
is supposed to. Validity is an indication of how sound your research is. 
More specifically, validity applies to both the design and the methods of 
your research. Validity in data collection means that your findings truly 
represent the phenomenon Triangulation technique is a technique of 
checking the credibility of the data by using the means you are claiming to 
measure. Valid claims are solid claims. To guarantee the research data, the 
researcher uses triangulation technique of data outside to check and 
compare to the data (Moleong, 2000:4). The researcher uses investigator 
triangulation (use of some different evaluators or social scientist) by the 
help of the lecture from English Letters Department of Islamic Institute of 
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Surakarta. The investigator who validated the data for this research is Mr. 
Robith Khoiril Umam, S.S., M.Hum and Mr. Bayu Dewa Murti, S.S., 
M.Hum. 
The researcher takes the data from Oscar Wilde‟s quotes translation 
from Facebook Neural Machine Translation. The researcher collects the 
quotes from another user who post Oscar Wilde‟s quotes. The researcher 
tries to analyze what problem caused by the translation. Then, the 
researcher makes a list of data and then make coding the data. Besides, 
checking the data, the researcher also asks the lecturer in order to support 
the data validation. The researcher analyzed with Molina Albir and 
Koponen theory to find the translation techniques and the error categories 
on Facebook Neural Machine Translation. Finally, the researcher validates 
the data according to the criteria of validator. The criteria of validator by 
Mangatur Nababan (2012: 39-57): 
1. The professional translator and expert in translation 
2. The translator has competent in the translation 
3. The translator has procedural knowledge 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 This chapter presents data analysis to answer the problems as mentioned in 
chapter one. It is divided into two parts. There are technique analysis and the error 
categories. The first part of the analysis discusses the translation techniques used by 
Facebook automatic translation in translation Oscar Wilde‟s quotes. The second part 
aims to reveal the error categories found in the quotes translation. The discussion on 
the translation techniques is presented based on the translation from Facebook 
automatic translation. The analysis uses theories from Molina and Albir. The 
researcher tries to analyze each quote by dividing the quotation into simple sentence, 
compound, complex, and compound-complex sentence.  
There are many translation error and include of the five categories of 
translation techniques by Molina and Albir. The researcher found out that there are 
any deletion and addition of a single instrument of a sentence, whereas the technique 
is used by the researcher to find its analysis. The elements of any linguistics part are 
appear on the target language, but there are any elements lost from source language 
into the target language. By dividing the sentence into simple sentence, compound, 
complex, and compound-complex, the researcher found out that the machine tends 
having a trouble when it bumps with linguistic elements and there are many word or 
phrase left untranslated. When the machine translation translates simple sentence with 
a simple phrase, nothing much mistake on the result. But, when machine translation 
translates compound, complex, and compound-complex sentence in a complex phrase 
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Types Literal Translation Pure Borrowing Naturalized Borrowing Linguistic Amplification Transposition
SIMPLE    
COMPOUND   
COMPLEX    
COMPOUND-COMPLEX    
and machine translation bumps with phrasal verb, the researcher found out that there 
is a grammatical shift or even an error of translation. The error of translation 
techniques happen in lexical analysis on the sentence. Because the technique of 
translation analyze is in the form of word, thus the error of wrong word choice and 
missing any single element from the data is affect in lexical and syntactic analysis in 
the machine translation. It also affect in the error categories in individual concept 
which will be explained in part B.  
A. Translation Techniques of Oscar Wilde’s Quotes on Facebook 
The researcher find out that there are five translation techniques applied 
on the translation of the quotes in Facebook Neural Machine Translation. 
Below is the findings of translation techniques: 
Table 2: Translation Techniques of Machine Translation 
   
 
 
 
 
From the table above, can be concluded that literal translation found on 
simple, compound, complex and compound-complex sentences. Pure 
borrowing found on simple, compound, and compound-complex sentence. 
naturalized borrowing found on simple, complex, and compound-complex 
sentence. linguistic amplification found on simple, compound, compound-
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complex sentences. Transposition found on complex sentence. Below is the 
discussion of translation technique: 
1. Literal  
Literal translation means the source language text is translated 
literally, into the target language. Literal translation focuses on the 
form and structure of the original text. From this research, the 
researcher found out that literal techniques applied in almost of the 
form of sentence include simple, compound, complex, and compound-
complex sentence. This technique applied in all type of sentences 
when the sentence has simple phrase. The implementations of this can 
be found on: 
a. Literal technique used in simple sentence 
Data Coding Source Language Target Language 
(12/Q.12/L.
5) 
True friends stab you in 
the front. 
Teman sejati menusuk anda di 
depan. 
 
 
From the example above, the machine seems translate in word-
to-word. Every word translates naturally. There is not much 
problem in translating quotation above in the form of simple 
sentence. “True friends” translate into “teman sejati”, therefore 
“teman sejati” is the suitable translation for those words. Because, 
“true” can be translate into “benar” or “betul”, but the machine 
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finds its alternative way to translate “true” into “sejati”. This can 
be happen when the researcher tries to translate the word true 
friend in a single phrase and the translation is teman sejati. But, 
when the researcher input the word true word and true number the 
translation will appear kata benar and nomor benar. The 
researcher also input the word true animal and the translation 
appear binatang sejati. It can be concluded that when the machine 
translation translates in the categories of creature or human being 
will appear sejati. There is no wrong word choices when machine 
translation picks the translation on the database.   
The machine knows how to handle the translation. “Stab” 
translates into “menusukmu”, although the translation seems odd 
in the translation but the real meaning of “menusukmu” is doing 
something bad to someone intentionally. “In the front” is an 
adverb, the machine seems translate it correctly. Every word of 
simple sentence from the case above translates correctly. It can be 
caused of the structure of the sentence is very simple and 
understandable, thus the machine seems easy to translate the 
quotation above. The translation left explicitly on the target 
language. 
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b. Literal technique used in compound sentence 
Data 
Coding 
Source Language Target Language 
(75/Q.75
/L.12) 
We are each our own 
devil, and we make this 
world our hell. 
Kita masing-masing setan kita sendiri,  
  L              L               L       L          L 
dan kita membuat dunia ini neraka kita 
  L    L         L           L     L      L       L 
   
From the translation above, the machine translation translates 
word-to-word. There is no addition of single element and there is 
no deleting of single element on the sentence. Machine translation 
has the equivalence word for each word on the database. Although 
the translation seems odd but the translation has each equivalence 
word. In syntactic analysis, the sentence will be divided into word 
or phrase but the result of translation is word-to-word.  
When the researcher parsing the text into phrase, we are each 
translate into kita masing-masing. We are each our own devil 
translate into kita masing-masing iblis kita sendiri. We are each 
our own devil, and we make this translate into kita masing-masing 
setan kita sendiri, dan kita membuat ini. But, when it arrange into 
sentence, the word iblis change into setan. This can be happen 
because in Indonesian language, generally people tend to mention 
the word setan rather than iblis.  
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c. Literal technique used in complex sentence 
Data 
Codin
g 
Source Language Target Language 
(100/
Q.100
/L.10) 
One should always 
play fairly when one 
has the winning cards. 
Satu harus selalu bermain cukup ketika  
    L      L       L          L         L         L 
salah satu memiliki kartu pemenang. 
        L              L          L          L 
 
From the sentence above, the machine translation translates the 
sentence word-to-word. The machine translation translates one 
should always play fairly when one has the winning cards into 
satu harus selalu bermain cukup ketika salah satu memiliki kartu 
menang. Although the translation in the form of complex sentence 
but the translation still conveys the meaning on the translation. 
The researcher tries to parsing the text on machine translation. 
One should translate into satu harus. One should always play 
fairly translate into satu harus selalu bermain cukup. The machine 
translation still translates it in the form of word-to-word. But, 
there is no addition any single element or even omitting single 
element or word from the sentence above. Although, there is a 
mistranslate word from fairly translates into cukup and it is affect 
the meaning of the sentence. It can be happen, because the 
machine translation only looks for the equivalence word on the 
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database and pick it as the result without considering the context 
in semantic anlysis.  
The higher result on the database and suitable translation for 
the word fairly is cukup. This case can cause mismatches between 
source language into the target language in the category of 
mistranslated. It can be categorized into mistranslate in literal 
meaning because everything related to game and play will 
translate into adil. The more explanation about error categories 
will explain in part B.  
d. Literal technique used in compound-complex sentence 
Data 
Codin
g 
Source Language Target Language 
(25/Q.
25/L.1
6) 
There are two ways of 
disliking poetry; one 
way is to dislike it, the 
other is to read Pope. 
Ada dua cara ketidaksukaan puisi,  
  L     L      L            L              L        
salah satu cara adalah untuk  
   L       L      L       L       L 
tidak menyukainya, yang lainnya adalah  
            L                                L              L              
untuk membaca Paus. 
    L           L         L     
 
 
From the sentence above, the translation translates the 
quotation word-to-word. The machine looks the literal equivalence 
for every word in source language that is conveyed into the target 
language. The sentence above is in the form of compound-
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complex sentence. But, there is a translation error in translating 
the word Pope. The machine translates Pope into Paus. Although 
it is correct in literally but, the context is wrong because Pope is 
refer to name of a person. This error includes in lexical error 
(wrong word choice).  
Actually, the wrong word choice can be avoided if the machine 
knows how to handle the context, but in this case, the machine 
translation still work in the level of lexical analysis. The weakness 
of machine translation appears in this case, because the machine 
translation only picks up the word without considering the 
meaning in semantic analysis.  Therefore, there is mismatches 
translation between source language and target language. The 
more explanation about error categories will explain in part B. 
Table 3: Translation Techniques of Literal Translation 
Datum no. (12/Q.12/L.5) (64/Q.64/L.4) (42/Q.42/L.9) 
(15/Q.15/L.16) (75/Q.75/L.12) (77/Q.77/L.10) 
(56/Q.56/L.9) (100/Q.100/L.10) (91/Q.91/L.14) 
(6/Q5/L.9) (58/Q.58/L.12) (95/Q.95/L.11) 
(40/Q.40/L.15) (25/Q.25/L.16) (72/Q.72/L.5) 
(71/Q.71/L.9) 
Total Data 16 
 
The data of literal translation are shown on the table above. 
The following are the discussion: 
Data 42/Q.42/L.9 
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Source Language Target Language 
We are all in the gutter, 
but some of us are looking 
at the stars. 
Kita semua di selokan, tetapi beberapa  
  L       L     L     L         L           L 
dari kita melihat bintang-bintang. 
  L     L        L                 L 
 
 
The example above shows the implementation of literal 
translation technique. The machine looks for the literal equivalence for 
every word in Source Language that is convey into Target Language. 
The machine translates the word „gutter‟ into „selokan‟, although it is 
correct in literally but the context seems absurd. The context of 
„gutter‟ means „something dirty placed under the road‟ or „down, low‟ 
and „star‟ means „something up above the sky‟ from the meaning of 
the context it can conclude that the quotation mention something 
contradictory which is something in the lower place and upper place. 
The connection between two contradictory quotation can be referred 
that most of people still have petty minded while other people already 
think about the future.   
Data (91/Q.91/L.14) 
Source Language Target Language 
If you are not too 
long, I will wait here 
for you all my life. 
Jika anda tidak terlalu lama, saya akan  
  L      L      L         L       L       L      L   
menunggu di sini untuk anda sepanjang hidup saya 
        L            L        L        L          L          L      L 
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The second example is translate literally which means all the 
word on the sentence translate word-to-word. There is no addition or 
reduction on the sentence above. There is also no grammatical 
shifting. Although the sentence is the form of complex sentence, but 
there is not any difficulties for the machine translation to find the 
equivalence word from the sentence. Thus, the sentence is easy to 
understand and the sentence is quiet simple to find its meaning. When 
the researcher tries to parsing the sentence, If you are not to long 
translate into jika anda tidak terlalu lama. There is no shift or even 
grammatical errors. Therefore, there is not much mistake on the 
translation. The same case can be seen in (12/Q.12/L.5) (64/Q.64/L.4) 
(42/Q.42/L.9) (15/Q.15/L.16) (75/Q.75/L.12) (77/Q.77/L.10) 
(56/Q.56/L.9) (100/Q.100/L.10) (6/Q5/L.9) (58/Q.58/L.12) 
(79/Q.79/L.13) (95/Q.95/L.11) (66/Q.66/L.11) (40/Q.40/L.15) 
(25/Q.25/L.16). 
2. Pure Borrowing 
Pure Borrowing means a word taken directly from another language. 
In this case, pure borrowing found in simple, compound, and 
compound-complex sentence. In this case, pure borrowing happens in 
the word which is literally general in Indonesian language and one of 
the word is already appear in Kamus Bahasa Indonesia. The 
implementation of Pure Borrowing can be found on: 
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 Table 4: Translation Techniques of Bure Borrowing 
Datum no. (26/Q.26/LA.1/PB.1/L.5) (47/Q.47/PB.1/L.5) 
(8/Q.8/PB.1/LA.3/L.11) (14/Q.14/LA.1/PB.1/L.14) 
Total Data 4 
  
 The example above show the implementations of pure 
borrowing translation technique. The data pure borrowing are shown 
on the table below. The following are the discussion: 
Data 8/Q.8/PB.1/LA.3/L.11 
Source Language Target Language 
A little sincerity is a 
dangerous thing, and a 
great deal of it is 
absolutely fatal. 
Sebuah ketulusan kecil adalah hal yang  
berbahaya, dan kesepakatan besar itu  
benar-benar fatal. 
                     PB 
    
On datum above pure borrowing found in compound sentence. 
Pure borrowing shows on the word fatal. Pure borrowing can be 
happen in the result of machine translation if there is no equivalence 
word on the token list or on the database. But, in this case the word 
fatal is left untranslated from the result is because the word fatal 
already appeared on the Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia. The word 
fatal itself has meaning „something that brings someone into 
dangerous thing or mistake that can not be fixed again‟. This technique 
also affect to the error categories of translation which include in 
categories of untranslated. Therefore, there is nothing much mistake 
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from the result of machine translation in translating the sentence, 
because the translation is understandable and the word pure borrowing  
above is already common in Indonesia and often used by Indonesian 
people. The same case can be seen in (26/Q.26/LA.1/PB.1/L.5) 
(47/Q.47/PB.1/L.5) (14/Q.14/LA.1/ PB.1/L.14). 
3. Naturalized Borrowing 
Naturalized borrowing can be found in simple, complex, and 
compound complex sentence. All of data from naturalized borrowing 
almost include in the word class of noun in it fits the spelling rules in 
Indonesia language such as Genius into Jenius, Accurate into Akurat, 
Tragedy into Tragedi, Illusion into Ilusi, and Imagination into 
Imajinasi, Success into Sukses. There is no error category found in 
naturalized borrowing technique. Because, the translation is correct 
and there is no mismatches between source language and the target 
language.  
Table 5: Translation Techniques of Naturalized Borrowing 
Datum no. (98/Q.98/NB.1/LA.1/L.4) (20/Q.20/NB.1/L.3) 
(73/Q.73/LA.1/NB.1/L.17) (11/Q.11/LA.1/NB.1/L.8) 
(78/Q.78/NB.1/L.8/LA.1) (57/Q.57/NB.3/L.14) 
(9/Q.9/NB.1/L.16) 
Total Data 7 
The example above shows the implementations of naturalized 
borrowing translation technique. The data naturalized borrowing are 
shown on the table below. The following are the discussion: 
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Data 11/Q.11/LA.1/NB.1/L.8 
Source Language Target Language 
Anyone who lives within 
their means suffers from 
a lack of imagination. 
Siapa pun yang hidup dalam  
berarti mereka menderita kurangnya  
imajinasi. 
     NB 
 
On datum which is literally translated, we can see naturalized 
borrowing is implemented to the word “Imagination”. Borrowing is 
applied by having a loan of the original word and putting it into target 
text. It can be pure (without any change) or naturalized (to fit the 
spelling rules in target language). Just like on the example above, 
“Imagination” are borrowed from Source Language then it is 
naturalized into “Imajinasi”. It seems that the systems of the machine 
translation difficult to find any equivalence word for „imagination‟ 
which is simply borrowed into „imajinasi‟. But, it is the right decision 
since „imajinasi‟ fits the spelling rules and also commonly used in 
target readers. The word imajinasi already in the Kamus Besar Bahasa 
Indonesia, the word imajinasi means the capability of contemplative 
faculties to describe or to think something on people‟s fantasy (paint, 
poems, etc) the incident happen based on the real life or experience. 
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Data (20/Q.20/NB.1/L.3) 
Source Language Target Language 
Genius is born not paid. Jenius lahir tidak dibayar. 
   NB      
 
From the second example above naturalized borrowing also 
implemented on the word genius translates into jenius. It is right 
decision since jenius fits the spelling rules and also commonly used in 
target readers. In Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia, the word jenius 
means an amazing ability in creating something or thoughtful. 
Usually, people who have this kind of amazing ability also have IQ 
more than 140. The word jenius is already general in Indonesian 
people because this word is have a function to distinguish between the 
level of someone‟s cleverness. People recognize it as stupid, smart and 
genius. Genius is in the highest level. The same case can be seen in 
(98/Q.98/NB.1/LA.1/L.4) (73/Q.73/LA.1/NB.1/L.17) 
(78/Q.78/NB.1/L.8/LA.1) (57/Q.57/NB.3/L.14) (9/Q.9/NB.1/L.16). 
4. Linguistic Amplification 
A technique to add linguistic element. This technique applied in 
almost type of the sentences include simple, compound, complex, and 
compound-complex sentence. It means, there is a lexical errors in 
translating the sentence from source language into the target language. 
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Although, it does not affect the meaning but it is affect the error 
categories in omitted and added concept. Below is the discussion 
about linguistic amplification. 
Table 6 : Translation Techniques of Linguistic Amplification 
Datum no. (26/Q.26/LA.1/PB.1/L.5) (98/Q.98/NB.1/LA.1/L.4) 
(4/Q.4/LA.2/L.8) (33/Q.34/LA.1/L.4) (72/Q.72/LA.1/L.5) 
(17/Q.17/LA.1/L.8) (1/Q.1/LA.2/L.6) (69/Q.69/LA.1/L.24) 
(73/Q.73/LA.1/NB.1/L.17) (63/Q.63/LA.2/L.11) 
(18/Q.18/LA.2/L.11) (8/Q.8/PB.1/LA.3/L.11) 
(94/Q.94/LA.1/T.2/L.14) (11/Q.11/LA.1/NB.1/L.8) 
(78/Q.78/NB.1/L.8/LA.1) (44/Q.41/LA.1/L.20) 
(92/Q.92/L.3/LA.1) (27/Q.27/LA.2/L.19) 
(14/Q.14/LA.1/PB.1/L.14) 
Total Data 19 
 
The example above shows the implementations of linguistic 
amplification technique. The data of linguistic amplification are shown 
on the table below. The following are the discussion: 
Data 98/Q.98/NB.1/LA.1/L.4 
Source Language Target Language 
Illusion is the first of all 
pleasures. 
Ilusi adalah yang pertama dari segala  
 NB      L      LA           L        L     L 
kesenangan. 
       L 
 
On datum which is literally translated, the linguistic 
amplification is implemented to the word “yang”. The word „Yang‟ 
can be referred to nominalizing particle (the, who, the thing which), 
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particle forming a specific adjective clause (which is, who are), or 
particle forming with numerals or demonstrative (the two). In this 
case, „yang‟ is refer to nominalizing particle in which the word „yang‟ 
as an additional linguistic element to refer „Illusion‟. „Illusion‟ 
includes the word class of noun, thus the element of „yang‟ can be 
reference to the word „Illusion‟. In indonesian language, the function 
of yang as a complementary variable. To connect between two word 
which have interrelated. It can be concluded that the word yang is to 
connect between the word ilusi and kesenangan. 
  Data 63/Q.63/LA.2/L.11 
Source Language Target Language 
Every saint has a past, 
and every sinner has a 
future. 
Setiap orang suci punya masa lalu,  
dan setiap pendosa memiliki masa  
depan. 
     
 
From the example above, the sentence is in the form of 
compound sentence. The researcher tries to parsing the text, every 
saint has a past translate into setiap orang suci memiliki masa lalu. 
From the example, machine translation already omitting the word a 
from the target language. Actually, there is nothing wrong or there is 
no mistake of the sentence. But when the researcher analyze deeper. 
There is an omitted of a single word or omitted on the linguistic 
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elements from the sentence. The article a omits on the sentence above. 
The article a which should be translates into sebuah does not convey 
on the target language. This can be cause by the input from multiple 
choice on the database and the high input is omitting article a as the 
final result from machine translation. Because, it is impossible to 
omitting article a since there is no equivalence word to translate. This 
can be happen, because in Indonesian language the word sebuah is not 
necessarily need in a sentence. Thus, it better to omit a as it is a thing 
which can be lost and does not affect the meaning although it is 
omitted from the sentence. The lexical analysis lost the article a can be 
categorized The same case can be seen in (26/Q.26/LA.1/PB.1/L.5) 
(98/Q.98/NB.1/LA.1/L.4) (4/Q.4/LA.2/L.8) (33/Q.34/LA.1/L.4) 
(72/Q.72/LA.1/L.5) (17/Q.17/LA.1/L.8) (1/Q.1/LA.2/L.6) 
(69/Q.69/LA.1/) (73/Q.73/LA.1 /NB.1/L.17) (18/Q.18/LA.2/L.11) 
(8/Q.8/PB.1/LA.3/L.11) (94/Q.94/LA.1/T.2/L.14) (11/Q.11/LA.1 
/NB.1/L.8) (78/Q.78/NB.1/ L.8/LA.1) (44/Q.41/LA.1/L.20) 
(92/Q.92/L.3/LA.1) (27/Q.27/ LA.2/L.19) (14/Q.14/LA.1/PB.1/L.14). 
5. Transposition 
A shift of word class, i.e., verb for noun, noun for preposition. It 
changes grammatical category. It happens because the differences of 
the grammatical structure in different language. The transposition 
found in complex sentence. Actually, this technique happens when 
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machine translation bumps with the word class of phrasal verb. the 
machine only pick the verb to be translated without considering that 
those terms includes the word class of phrasal verb. 
Table 7 : Translation Techniques of Transposition 
Datum no. (94/Q.94/LA.1/T.2/L.14) 
Total Data 1 
 
The example above shows the implementations of 
transposisition technique. The data of transposition are shown on the 
table.  
The following are the discussion: 
Data 94/Q.94/LA.1/T.2/L.14 
Source Language Target Language 
There are many things that 
we would throw away, if we 
were not afraid that others 
might picked up them. 
Ada banyak hal yang kita akan membuang  
                                                           T 
jika kita tidak takut bahwa orang lain  
 
mungkin mengambil mereka. 
                        T 
 
On datum which is literally translated, there is a shift of word 
class from phrasal verb into verb. The word Throw away translated 
into membuang. In fact, the word membuang includes the word class 
of verb. This should be translate into buang. This can be happen 
because the machine translation only recognizes the word throw. As 
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the researcher ever mention about the parsing on the machine 
translation that the machine tends to translate in the form of word-to-
word. The second example, the same case happen on the word picked 
up which translates into mengambil.  
There is not only shift on the word class but also in the 
grammatical structure. There are many things that we would throw 
away, if we were not afraid that others might picked up them translates 
into Ada banyak hal yang kita akan membuang jika kita tidak takut 
bahwa orang lain mungkin mengambil mereka. When the researcher 
analyze deeper, the shift of grammatical structure happen in that we 
would throw away translates into yang kita akan membuang. The 
translation seems difficult to understand by the reader. The weakness 
of machine translation which is usually translates word-to-word make 
the translation seems odd. Therefore, the suitable translation is yang 
akan kita buang.  
B. Error categories in translating Oscar Wilde’s quotes on the feature 
Facebook automatic translation. 
The error categories from Facebook automatic translation translated from 
English into Indonesian is measured by a rater who is mastering of English 
and Indonesian language, having competency as translator, having adequate 
knowledge about translation. A questionnaire was given to the rater and then 
he rectified the error categories which had been analyzed by the researcher. 
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The researcher also gave the alternative translation to find the naturalness of 
each quotes translation from the level direct into interlingua.  
The first level is machine translation level, the second is direct level, the 
third is syntactic level, and the fourth is semantic level. The rater allowed to 
choose the naturalness level of translation which will become the rectification 
for Facebook automatic translation as the suggestion for better translation. 
This is can be the input for machine translation to find the better quality of 
translation in the future when the machine found the same sentence or any text 
according to the quotation from Oscar Wilde. The rater was allowed to give 
any comment for each rectification.  
The error categories on the sentence affect in lexical and syntactic 
analysis. The errors happen on lexical errors in wrong word choices. Syntactic 
errors happen in missing articles, word reference (missing or wrong pronoun), 
errors in meaning, and mistranslation of the target text output. Apparently, the 
translation techniques from source language into the target language also 
affect the errors in translation result. Thus, the translation become mismatches 
or even there is a word that is not convey from the source language into the 
target language. There is a correlation between the techniques used in 
machine translation and the error categories from facebook automatic 
translation. 
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Table 8: Translation Techniques Affect to Error Eategories of Machine Translation 
 
  
From the table above, it can be conclude that omitted concept found on 
complex sentence. Mistranslated concept found on simple, complex and 
compound-complex sentences. Substituted concept found on compound-
complex sentence. Added concept found on simple, complex, and compound-
complex sentences. Explicitated concept found on simple and compound 
sentences. The error translation also affects in lexical, syntactic and semantic 
error in the form of simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex 
sentence.  
Lexical errors consist of a list of words that belong to a syntactic 
category such as noun, verb, adjective and other parts of speech. It contains 
errors that are related to wrong word choices in which to some degree will 
affect the meaning of the text. When the output of the target language is 
unable to identify the equivalent word as in the source text, the word is then 
Om Un Mis Sub Ad Ex Om Un Mis Sub Ad Ex Om Un Mis Sub Ad Ex Om Un Mis Sub Ad Ex Om Un Mis Sub Ad Ex
SIMPLE    
COMPOUND   
COMPLEX     
CMPND-CMPLX     
Transposition
Types
Literal Translation Pure Borrowing Naturalized BorrowingLinguistic Amplification
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translated using the wrong lexical item. More explanation about error 
categories will be explained in the discussion below: 
1. Omitted Concept 
An error is categorized as omitted concept if the source language 
concept is not conveyed by the target language. It means that a concept 
that exists in source language is not translated or does not appear in 
the target language. Thus, the meanings in source language concept 
are not conveyed at all in target language. Omitted concept caused by 
literal technique can be found in complex sentence and omitted 
concept caused by linguistic amplification can be found in all the types 
of sentence. Omitted concept can be found on: 
Table 9: Table of Omitted Concept 
Datum no. (47/Q.47/PB.1/LA.1/L.4) (1/Q.1/LA.2/L.6) (18/Q.18/LA.2/L.11) 
(92/Q.92/L.3/LA.1) (69/Q.69/LA.1/L.24) (63/Q.63/LA.2/L.11) 
(8/Q.8/PB.1/LA.3/L.11) (56/Q.56/L.9) (66/Q.66/L.11) 
(14/Q.14/LA.1/PB.1/L.14) (26/Q.26/LA.1/PB.1/L.5) 
(56/Q.56/L.9) (58/Q.58/L.12) (79/Q.79/L.13/LA.1) 
(27/Q.27/LA.2/L.19) (76/Q.76/L.20)  
Total Data 16 
a) Omitted caused by Literal  
Data (4/Q.4/LA.2/L.8) 
Data Source Language Target Language Type of 
error 
(4/Q.
4/LA
.2/L.
8) 
It is absurd to 
divide people into 
good and bad.  
Hal ini tidak masuk 
akal untuk membagi  
orang menjadi baik 
dan buruk 
 
Omitted 
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From the example above, the translation seem does not have 
any problem or mistake. But, in this case there is an omitting word 
in target language. When the researcher tries to parsing the 
sentence, It is absurd to divide people  translate into Hal ini tidak 
masuk akal untuk membagi orang. There is no much trouble from 
the translation, but the omitting of word people into orang is the 
problem. Because, the word people includes in the category of 
plural and it means the translation should be orang-orang. 
Therefore, the machine translation translate it into orang. Orang 
includes the category of singular. Although, there is not much 
alteration and it does not have an effect to the meaning but 
omitting the word from plural into singular is an error and 
includes the category of omitted concept. Thus, it happens in 
literal technique. 
Data (56/Q.56/L.9) 
Data Source 
Language 
Target Language Type of 
error 
(56/Q.5
6/L.9) 
When the Gods 
wish to punish 
us, they answer 
our prayers. 
Ketika dewa ingin 
menyiksa kita,  
mereka menjawab 
doa kita. 
Omitted 
 
From the second example above, the translation also has the 
same problem with the previous datum which omitted the word 
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singular into plural. In this case, the machine can not recognize the 
word in the category of plural. Because, from both example 
machine translation only pick the singular result in target 
language. The word prayers should be translate into doa-doa. But, 
machine translation only translates doa. Actually, in Indonesian 
language also mention it as doa without any plural word from the 
target language because Indonesian people already know what doa 
is. Omitting plural into singular does not make any sense or there 
is not much problem in target language. Therefore, the weakness 
of machine translation is can not recognize the word plural and 
translate it into singular. 
b) Omitted caused by Linguistic Amplification 
a. Omitted noun 
Data Source 
Language 
Target Language Type of 
error 
(1/Q.1/
LA.2/L.
6) 
The world is a 
stage, but the 
play is badly 
cast. 
Dunia adalah 
panggung, tapi 
permainan ini sangat 
buruk. 
Omitted 
 
From the example above, there is an omitted noun found on 
the sentence above. The word cast seems does not convey on the 
target language. Thus, the translation should be refer to the object 
on the last sentence but there is no reference to modifier the word 
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badly. The translation already correct on the first sentence before 
the conjunction of comma, but after comma there is an omitted 
word and the translation seems absurd. Cast should be refer to the 
play but the result just permainan ini sangat buruk. This error 
happens on lexical terms in omitting noun. It can be caused by the 
machine translation or the output of the target language is unable 
to identify the equivalent word as in the source language, the word 
is then translated using the wrong lexical item. Therefore, the 
researcher tries to give the better translation for the machine 
translation to give the rectification on the future with Dunia 
adalah sebuah panggung, tetapi para pemainnya tidak pandai 
bersandiwara. 
b. Omitted article 
Data Source 
Language 
Target Language Type of 
error 
(18/Q.
18/LA
.2/L.1
1) 
I like men who 
have a future, and 
women who have 
a past. 
Aku suka pria yang 
punya masa depan 
dan wanita yang 
punya masa  
masa lalu. 
 
Omitted 
 
From the example above, machine translation seems translate 
the text word-to-word. The researcher found out that when 
machine translation translates compound sentence, it will have a 
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trouble in linguistic element. When machine translation translates 
simple sentence, it seems there is no trouble in translates every 
word without any omitted. But, when it bumps into a compound 
sentence, the structure of compound sentence is not change but 
there is linguistic element omitted. 
On the process of machine translation, the sentence passes 
through the process of scanner and parsing. Part of linguistic 
element can be the most important thing from a sentence, turns out 
it can be something unimportant and seems trivial for almost 
overall the sentence. In this case, element of article a become 
something trivial. Because, appear or do not appear on the sentence 
does not change the meaning of the sentence. In the other hand, 
there is an omitted of single element which is really important to 
the sentence. The translation from machine translation is already 
natural and there is not much error on the translation above. 
Therefore, the researcher does not try to give a better translation 
because the translation is already better. 
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c. Omitted pronoun 
Data Source Language Target Language Type of 
error 
(27/Q.2
7/LA.2/
L.19) 
Education is an 
admirable thing, but 
it is well to 
remember from time 
to time that nothing 
that is worth 
knowing can be 
taught. 
Pendidikan adalah hal 
yang mengagumkan,  
tetapi baik untuk 
mengingat dari waktu 
ke waktu bahwa tidak 
ada yang layak 
diketahui dapat 
diajarkan. 
Omitted 
 
From the sentence above, there is an omitted in pronoun it. 
The pronoun of (ini) it is not conveyed. The function of this 
pronoun it  is as an object for the noun education. This omission 
error may causes confusion and incomplete interpretation by the 
target language or reader for the object is unknown in target 
language. This seems the machine translation making a mistake in 
parsing the sentence into word-to-word or somehow in phrasing 
the sentence and structuring the sentence.  
When machine translation translates, it will through the 
scanner first and then comes into parsing. This can be happen in 
the possibilities of the lexical structure does not scan the word it 
because the subject already mentioned in the first sentence. 
Therefore, the sentence above is paradox. Paradox means a 
seemingly absurd or self-contradictory statement or proposition 
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that when investigated or explained may prove to be well founded 
or true. The researcher tries to give a suggestion for better 
translation with  Pendidikan itu begitu dikagumi namun, ada 
saatnya hal itu justru menjadi sebuah ancaman. 
d. Omitted Adverb 
Data Source Language Target Language Type of 
error 
(92/Q.
92/L.3
/LA.1
) 
In your soul are 
infinitely precious 
things that cannot be 
taken from you. 
Dalam jiwamu  adalah 
hal-hal berharga yang  
tak bisa diambil 
darimu. 
Omitted  
 
From the sentence above, the machine translation omits the 
word infinitely. Infinitely includes the word class of adverb. The 
machine translation seem omits the word infinitely, thus the target 
language still cover an equal translation from source language 
because the translation does not change its meaning it is only lost 
a single adverb which is does not make any misinterpretation. 
Therefore, to make the translation seems natural. The researcher 
make a translation to give a better translation Ada hal paling 
berharga dalam jiwamu yang tidak seorangpun dapat 
mengambilnya. 
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2. Untranslated Concept 
As represented by its name, an error is categorized as untranslated 
concept if there are source language words that exist in target 
language. It means that a word in source language is left as it in target 
language. Untranslated concept caused by pure borrowing technique 
can be found in types of simple, compound, and compound-complex 
sentence. Thus the meanings is source language concept are not 
conveyed at all in target language.  
Table 10: Table of Untranslated Concept 
Datum no. (26/Q.26/LA.1/PB.1/L.5) (47/Q.47/PB.1/L.5) 
(8/Q.8/PB.1/LA.3/L.11) (14/Q.14/LA.1/PB.1/L.14) 
Total Data 4 
 
The data of untranslated concept shown on the table above. 
The following are the discussion: 
a. Untranslated adverb 
Data Source Language Target Language Type 
of 
error 
(47/Q.4
7/PB.2/
L.5) 
You can never be 
overdressed or 
overeducated. 
Kau tidak akan bisa 
overdressed atau  
overeducated. 
Untran- 
Slated 
 
In datum 47/Q.47/PB.2/L.5, the word of overdressed and 
overeducated left untranslated on the text above. The sentence is 
include of compound sentence, when it divided into two parts 
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become “You can never be overdressed, or you can never be 
overeducated”. Machine translation seems having a trouble in  
search an alternative translation or having a difficulties in 
translating overdressed and overeducated. Those of word include 
of the word class of noun. The machine translation having a 
trouble in determining the word class to find its meaning.  When 
its analysis deeper, the quotation is satire. Overdressed and 
overeducated doesn‟t mean something hyperbole, turns out the 
quotation refer to people and its attitude. Therefore, the researcher 
finds its rectification into “Seseorang seharusnya bisa menjadi 
orang yang sederhana”. 
b. Untranslated noun 
Data Source Language Target Language Type of 
error 
(14/Q.14/
LA.1/PB.1
/L.14) 
Fashion is a form of 
ugliness so intolerable 
that we have to alter it 
every six months. 
Fashion adalah 
bentuk keburukan 
sehingga tidak bisa 
ditolerir bahwa kita 
harus mengubahnya 
setiap enam bulan. 
Untranslat
ed 
 
From the example above, the sentence is in the form of 
complex sentence. The noun of Fashion appears as it is in the 
source language. The function of this word is as an subject. As the 
noun that acts as the subject of the sentence is left untranslated in 
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the target language, there is no way that the target language 
conveys the meaning on the source language. Thus, when the 
researcher tries to translate the word fashion in a single word, 
machine translation translates it become mode. But, when the 
word bumps into a sentence, the word does not change the 
meaning from source language into target language. In Kamus 
Besar Bahasa Indonesia, the word mode means something related 
to clothes and jewelry. Therefore, the word fashion is already 
commonly used in Indonesian language and already used in casual 
situation as it is mostly uttered in daily conversation. The 
researcher tries to give a better translation for the machine 
translation with Sebenarnya mode itu adalah sebuah keburukan 
karenanya kita harus mengubah-ubah dari waktu ke waktu. 
3. Mistranslated Concept 
 Mistranslated concept error happens if there is a TL concept “has 
the wrong meaning for the context” (Koponen, 2010: 4). It means that 
it is an error when an SL concept is translated into a concept which is 
completely out of context from what the SL intends to convey. 
Therefore, the meanings in SL concept are not equivalent to the 
meanings intended in SL. Mistranslated concept caused by literal 
translation can be found in the types of simple, complex, and 
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compound-complex sentence. Mistranslated concept caused by 
transposition concept can be found in complex sentence. 
 Table 11: Table of Mistranslated Concept 
Datum no. (98/Q.98/NB.1/L.6),(73/Q.73/E.1/NB.1/PB.2/L.15),  
(56/Q.56/G.1/L.8), (100/Q.100/L.11), 
(6/Q5/AM.1/L.9), (66/Q.66/G.1/L.9),  
(92/Q.92/L.14), (25/Q.25/PB.1/G.1/L.16). 
(4/Q.4/LA.2/L.8) 
Total Data 8 
 
The data of mistranslated concept shown on the table above. 
The following are the discussion: 
a) Mistranslated caused by Transposition  
Data (94/Q.94/LA.1/T.2/L.14) 
Data Source Language Target Language Type of error 
(94/Q.9
4/LA.1/
T.2/L.1
4) 
There are many things 
that we would throw 
away, if we were not 
afraid that others might 
picked up them. 
Ada banyak hal yang 
akan kita buang jika 
kita tidak takut bahwa 
orang lain mungkin 
mengambil mereka. 
Mistranslated 
 
From the example above, the error categories of mistranslated 
concept found in transposition technique. The error happens in the 
word class of phrasal verb. The phrase picked up translate into 
mengambil. This includes the category of mistranslated concept 
because there is a mismatches between source language into the 
target language. The target language of mengambil include the 
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word class of verb which literally means do something. Therefore, 
the meaning of ambil. When the researcher tries to parsing the 
sentence, the translation of there are many things that we would 
throw translate into ada banyak hal yang akan kita lempar. There 
are many things that we would throw away translate into ada 
banyak hal yang akan kita buang. The machine knows how the 
handle the first phrasal verb but, the second is not. Because, 
machine translation picks the first word of the phrase and change 
it into verb. 
b) Mistranslated caused by Literal 
a. Mistranslate Adjective 
Dat
a 
Source Language Target Language Type of error 
(73/
Q.73
/LA.
1/N
B.1/
L.17
) 
Anybody can sympathize 
with the sufferings of a 
friend, but it requires a 
very fire nature to 
sympathize with a friend‟s 
success.  
Siapapun bisa bersimpati 
dengan penderitaan  
seorang teman, tapi itu 
membutuhkan sifat yang 
sangat api untuk 
bersimpati dengan 
kesuksesan teman. 
 
Mistranslated 
 On the datum 73/Q.73/LA.1/NB.1/L.17, the concept “fire 
nature” is mistranslated into “sifat yang sangat api”. Thus, based on 
the Koponen‟s theory on error analysis, this concept has the wrong 
meaning for the context intended in source language, “fire nature” 
and is mistaken as “sifat yang sangat api” meaning in literally. Most 
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of errors on mistranslated noun are due to the fact that machine 
translation picks the wrong meaning of a concept that has more than 
one meaning (polysemous). As nouns mostly are positioned as an 
object of a sentence, this type of error may cause target language 
reader to have different understanding of the context. Actually, the 
errors translation above is affect in semantic analysis. Because, this 
happen when the target language produce incorrect or wrong 
communicative effect of the source language which directly 
provides a wrong definition or message. The incorrect meaning 
from the translated output also results from the incorrect use of 
lexical items. Therefore, the natural  translation should be “Setiap 
orang dapat bersimpati atas penderitaan teman, tetapi 
membutuhkan kelapangan dada untuk bersimpati pada kesuksesan 
teman”. 
b. Mistranslate Verb 
Data Source Language Target Language Type of error 
(64/Q.
64/L.4
) 
The heart was made to 
be broken. 
Hati dibuat untuk 
dilanggar. 
 
Mistranslate 
 
From the sentence above, the translation includes in the 
category of mistranslated concept. Because, there is an error 
misinterpretation between source language translates into target 
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language. The word broken translate into dilanggar. Although, it 
seems nothing wrong at the first glance but when the researcher 
analyze deeper there is a mistranslation from the word above. 
Dilanggar is closest meaning with something related to a role or 
norm and the effect is punishment.  
In this case, the sentence does not have relevancy with role or 
norm but about heart. Therefore, heart is related with broken and 
broken means patah in Indonesian language. This happened on 
lexical analysis in wrong word choices. The machine translation 
wrongs in pick the word on the database to find its equivalence 
meaning. Generally, the sentence above also related to romance. 
The suitable translation for the sentence above is hati dibuat untuk 
dipatahkan.  
c. Mistranslate Adverb 
Data Source Language Target Language Type of error 
(58/Q.
58/L.1
2) 
Whenever people 
agree with me I 
always feel I must be 
wrong. 
Setiap orang setuju 
dengan saya, saya selalu 
merasa saya harus salah. 
Mistranslated 
   
  From the example above, the translation seems have error in 
the result of translation. Machine translation mistranslates the 
adverb whenever into setiap. The concept of setiap „whenever‟ is 
supposed to be an adverb that act as a subject in the first sentence. 
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Actually, setiap also includes the word class of adverb but, there is 
no specific times of setiap. Thus, the reader will confuse to consider 
the word setiap into word class adverb or not. Therefore, the word 
that modifies setiap is orang. It means that, setiap does not include 
the word class of adverb. There is a mistranslation between the 
source language into the target language. The better translation for 
the machine translation is Kapanpun seseorang setuju denganku, 
sepertinya aku harus merasa bahwa aku salah. 
d. Mistranslate Noun 
Data Source Language Target Language Type of 
error 
(25/Q.
25/L.1
6) 
There are two ways of 
disliking poetry; one 
way is to dislike it, the 
other is to read Pope. 
Ada dua cara untuk 
ketidaksukaan puisi,  
salah satu cara adalah untuk 
tidak menyukainya, yang 
lainnya adalah  
untuk membaca Paus. 
 
Mistranslated 
 
From the sentence above, there is a mistranslated concept 
between source language into the target language. The word Pope 
translates into paus. When the researcher tries to analyze it, the 
word Pope if it translates by a single word will appear paus. The 
database on the machine translation will translates in the same case 
between in single word or in the form of sentence. Therefore, the 
true meaning of Pope is not paus. Apparently, the machine 
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translation translates seems take the literal translation to translate 
each word. It can be cause, the machine translation still work in the 
level of lexical analysis which means the translation only can work 
in the level of word-to-word. If the machine translation can translate 
it according to the context, it means the machine translation already 
works in semantic analysis because it can recognize the pragmatic 
analysis to find the context of the text. The word Pope above means 
person. It is not person in literal meaning but, person as its name. 
Alexander Pope (1688-1744) was a Roman Catholic, best known 
work from him is a poetic entitle Essay on Man. Therefore, the 
better translation to rectify the translation above is Dua hal yang 
membuat kita tidak menyukai puisi adalah dengan membacanya 
dan membaca karya Pope. 
4. Substituted Concept 
An error is categorized as substituted concept error if the TL 
concept is not “direct lexical equivalent for SL concept but can be a 
valid replacement for the context” (Koponen, 2010: 4). It means that 
the target language concept is still valid if it delivers the meaning for 
the context correctly. Substituted concept caused by pure borrowing 
technique can be found in the type of complex sentence. 
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 Table 12: Table of Substituted Concept 
Datum no.  (14/Q.14/LA.1/PB.1/L.14) 
Total Data 1 
The data of substituted concept shown on the table above. The 
following are the discussion: 
Dat
a 
Source Language Target Language Type of 
error 
(14/
Q.14
/LA.
1/PB
.1/L.
14) 
Fashion is a form of 
ugliness so intolerable that 
we have to alter it every 
six months. 
Fashion adalah bentuk 
keburukan sehingga tidak 
bisa ditolerir bahwa kita 
harus mengubahnya setiap 
enam bulan. 
Substituted 
   
  From the sentence above is the example of substituted concept. 
An error is categorized as substituted concept error if the target 
language concept is not “direct lexical equivalent for source 
language concept but can be a valid replacement for the context” is 
called substituted concept. The word Fashion is actually include 
the untranslated concept, but in this case the word Fashion can be 
categorized to substituted concept. Because, as mentioned above 
the word Fashion is already used in casual situation as it is mostly 
uttered in daily conversation. The word Fashion also can be a 
replacement for the word Mode and it does not change the 
meaning. Therefore, when the machine translates Fashion into 
Mode does not change any meaning between the source language 
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and the target language. The word Fashion can substitute the word 
mode as long as it is not out from the context. 
5. Added Concept 
Added concept is an error that happens when there is a target 
language concept that is originally not present in source language. 
Thus, there are meanings in target language concept which are not 
intended by source language. Added concept also happen when there is 
a goal relation of a concept being the modifier of another concept 
added in target language because there is an added conjunction or 
preposition that shows a relation. Added concept caused by linguistic 
amplification technique can be found in the type of simple, complex, 
and compound-complex sentence. 
 Table 13: Table of Added Concept 
Datum no. (98/Q.98/NB.1/LA.1/L.4) (33/Q.34/LA.1/L.4) (17/Q.17/LA.1/L.8) 
(4/Q.4/LA.2/L.8) (94/Q.94/LA.1/T.2/L.14) 
(78/Q.78/NB.1/L.8/LA.1) (27/Q.2 
7/LA.2/L.19) (76/Q.76/L.20) (57/Q.57/NB.3/L.14/LA.1) 
(9/Q.9/NB.1/L.14/LA.2) (66/Q.66/LA.2/L.11) 
Total Data 10 
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The data of added concept shown on the table above. The 
following are the discussion: 
a) Added concept in Simple sentence 
Data Source Language Target Language Type of 
error 
(33/Q.
34/LA
.1/L.4
) 
No good deed goes 
unpunished. 
Tidak ada perbuatan baik 
yang tidak dihukum. 
Added 
 
From the example above, error categories of added concept 
found in simple sentence. No good deed goes unpunished translate 
into tidak ada perbuatan baik yang tidak dihukum. The researcher 
tries to parsing the sentence and the result is, no good translate 
into gak enak. No good deed translate into tidak ada perbuatan 
baik. No good deed goes translate into tidak ada perbuatan baik 
pergi. The additional of modifier yang only happen in full 
sentence of simple sentence. this function is to modified No good 
deed goes which literally means tidak ada perbuatan baik and get 
modified yang become tidak ada perbuatan baik yang tidak 
dihukum. 
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b) Added concept in Complex sentence 
Dat
a 
Source Language Target Language Type of 
error 
(66/
Q.66
/LA.
2/L.
11) 
A thing is not necessarily true 
because a man dies for it. 
Hal yang belum tentu 
benar karena  
seorang  pria mati untuk 
itu. 
Added 
   
  The addition of yang after a thing makes the following phrase 
becomes the modifier of a thing. Machine translation added a 
conjunction, yang in the target language. The conjunction causes 
the sentence is taken as a relative clause that needs another adverb 
to be a complete sentence. It suggests that there is a relation of the 
clause that needs another adverb to be a complete sentence.  
  It suggests that there is a relation of the clause following the 
conjunction, belum tentu benar as the modifier of the subject hal or 
a thing. In fact, in source language, the relation is simply among a 
subject and a predicates as well as an object. Therefore, there is not 
much problem of the sentence. Because, the meaning is still 
convey to the target reader. 
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c) Added concept in Compound-Complex sentence 
Dat
a 
Source Language Target Language Type of error 
(57/
Q.57
/NB.
3/L.
14/L
A.1) 
I don‟t play 
accurately, anyone can 
play accurately, but I 
play with wonderful 
expression.  
Aku tidak bermain secara 
akurat 
siapapun bisa bermain dengan 
akurat, tapi aku bermain 
dengan ekspresi yang indah.  
Added 
 
From the example above, error categories of added concept 
found in compound-complex sentence. The modifier yang found 
in the last sentence of the datum above. I play with wonderful 
expression translate into aku bermain dengan ekspresi yang indah. 
In Indonesian language, the modifier of yang is really needed 
because the function is to clarify the adjective as the object. When 
the researcher tries to parsing the text from but I play with 
wonderful translate into tapi aku bermain dengan indah. The 
translation is in lexical analysis which means in word-to-word 
translation and when it translates complete sentence by adding 
wonderful expression, the machine can translates into ekspresi 
yang indah. It means the machine does not only considering the 
lexical analysis but also the grammatical terms. 
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6. Explicitated Concept 
 Explicitated concept error happens if the target language concept 
“explicitly stated the information left implicit in source language 
without adding information” (Koponen, 2010:5). It means that the 
target language concept may makes addition of concept without 
actually adding new information. For example is when the added 
concept is still associated to the meaning of the meaning of the concept 
intended in source language. Despite being associated to each other, 
the concept is still considered an error because source language does 
intend to convey or leave the message implicit. Explicitated concept 
caused by literal translation can be found in the type of compound 
sentence. There is only one error of this category.  
 Table 14: Table of Explicitated Concept 
Datum no.  (42/Q.42/l.9)  
Total Data 1 
The data of explicitated concept shown on the table above. 
The following are the discussion: 
Dat
a 
Source Language Target Language Type of 
error 
(42/
Q.42
/L.9) 
We are all in the gutter, 
but some of us are 
looking at the stars. 
Kita semua berada diselokan, 
tetapi beberapa  
dari kita melihat bintang-
bintang. 
Explicitated 
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From the example above, the word gutter include the error 
categories of explicitated. Actually, the target language does not 
suggest that it is completely out of context or has the wrong 
meaning for the context intended by source language. Moreover, 
the word gutter does not add new information in the translation. 
The translation is also correct because in literally the word gutter 
means selokan. Technique used to analyze sentence above is 
literal technique which is every word translate word-to-word. But, 
the error happens when the it turns into the semantic analysis.  
The word gutter is not intended into the result of selokan. 
Because, the quotation above is shows something contradictory 
situation. Something contradictory refer to the word gutter and 
sky. The weakness of machine translation is, it can not find the 
meaning pragmatically. Because, machine just can analysis in the 
stage of lexical analysis and syntactic analysis. Therefore, the use 
of input for better translation is needed. The better translation for 
quotes above is beberapa orang selalu melihat kebawah, 
sedangkan orang lain melihat keatas.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter of two parts. The first part is conclusion gained through 
the analysis and discussion as the answers toward two problem statements in 
the previous chapter. The second part is suggestion. 
A. Conclusion 
In this subchapter, the researcher discusses about the problem 
statements mentioned in Chapter I and how they are answered. There are two 
problem statements in the Chapter I, the first one is the translation technique 
used by Facebook neural machine translation in translating Oscar Wilde‟s 
quotes and the second one is the error categories. The answer will be 
presented below. 
In this analysis, the researcher finds 5 kinds of translation techniques 
used by Facebook neural machine translation in translating Oscar Wilde‟s 
quotes. The techniques are literal, pure borrowing, naturalized borrowing, 
linguistic amplification, transposition. There are also 6 error categories found 
in the data. Omitted concept, mistranslated concept, untranslated concept, 
added concept, substituted concept, and explicitated concept.  
From the 42 data totally, 16 data used literal techniques (38,1%). 4 
data used pure borrowing technique (9,5%). 7 data used naturalized borrowing 
technique (16,7%). 19 data used linguistics amplification technique (45,2%). 1 
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datum used transposition technique. The highest technique is linguistic 
amplification. This can be happen because the machine tends having a trouble 
when it bumps with linguistic elements. It means, there is a lexical errors in 
translating the sentence from source language into the target language. Thus, 
omitting or adding the part of linguistic element does not change the meaning 
of the target language. 
From the 42 data totally, 16 data used in the category of omitted 
concept (38,1%). 4 data used in the category of Untranslated concept (9,5%). 
8 data used in the category of mistranslated concept (19%). 1 datum used in 
the category of substituted concept (2,4%). 10 data used in the category of 
added concept (23,8%). 1 datum used in the category of explicitated concept 
(2,4%). The highest result of error category is from omitted concept. The error 
of omitted concept mostly happens in the type of complex sentence. This 
happens because, the machine translation may not able to recognize the word 
class of plural when translates into the target language.  
Based on the findings of the research, it can be concluded that machine 
translation has the difficulties to translate phrasal verb and the mistranslation 
happen due to the system of machine translation which still works in the level 
of word-to-word. Therefore, the machine translation works through the 
parsing or syntactic analysis this is also causing the omitting of every single 
element of the sentence. 
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B. Suggestion 
1.  Suggestion for the researcher 
The researcher suggests to the other researchers to analyze 
deeper and better about the Facebook automatic translation, since it 
is very advantageous and significant to analyze. The other 
researchers are highly recommended to other researchers to analyze 
the other object of status from another source. In addition, the other 
researchers are also highly recommended to apply in depth 
interview of the qualitative research towards the raters in order to 
gain the greater and better information if the data analysis done. 
2. Suggestion for the students of English Letters Department 
The researcher suggests the students of English Letters 
Department that love to analyze Machine Translation terms to 
learn more about the other case about Machine Translation in 
order to broaden the knowledge in analyzing and learning about 
Machine Translation aspect. 
3. Suggestion for the users 
The researcher found many mistakes in English translation on 
the target language from the translation. Preferably, the users of 
Facebook can solve this problem by giving the better quality of 
translation to improve the result of translation. 
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